
SUPER BOWL 50 TRASH
TALK
It’s the most wonderful time of the year
again…..Super Bowl time! Yet, for all the
incessant hype, this one feels a little flat to
me. Maybe it is because I so wanted the
Cardinals to be there. Maybe it is because, just
as much, if not more, I wanted the Patriots
there so as to drive bilious jackass Roger
Goodell crazy. Maybe it is because the thought
of cobbled together halftime show of Coldplay,
Bruno Mars and Beyonce makes me want to vomit.
What, was Nickelback not available? Maybe it is
the fact that ESPN seems to have cloned the
unctuous Stephen A. Smith so that he can
annoyingly be on their air 24 hours a day for
the last two weeks. Maybe it is because I have
heard horror stories from pretty much every
person I know in the Bay area about how
interrupted and on security lockdown status the
entire area has been. Maybe it is because
everybody thinks it will be a blowout, like
Super Bowls of yore, instead of a great game
like last year.

But all griping aside, the game is nigh. Two
truly superb defenses. For all the talk of
Denver’s kick ass defense, Carolina strikes me
as being nearly as good, with excellent strength
in all three levels. Allen and Johnson upfront,
Kuechly and Davis in the middle and Josh Norman
on the back end. That is pretty damn formidable.
The rest of the Carolina DB’s are decent, but
not great, and if Manning is going to make hay,
that’s where it will probably be. So, while the
Broncos may have a slight edge on defense, it
really is slight.

Which brings us to the offense. The conventional
wisdom is that Carolina is overwhelmingly
superior, and that is were the game is lost.
Frankly, that is probably right. The Donks won,
but certainly didn’t light the field up against
the Pats, who have a good defense, but nothing
like the Panthers have. But Manning has two more
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weeks of relative rest and practice. Several
people watching him are saying he looks as good
or better than at any time this year. That is
good news as he was mostly horrible this year. I
think Manning has a little magic left in him and
will play well. Will it be enough? I wouldn’t
bet on it. The current line is Panthers by 5.5.
Both teams have all players as probable or
better, so come in healthy and ready to go.

What else is up in random sports musings? Johnny
Football is officially Johnny Fucked now. When
even your father is saying you are on a death
track, it’s bad. The Dallas cops took the report
from his rather bizarre reported incident and
then promptly announced the investigation was
closed and there would be no charges. I am not
privy to how it came to be closed without
charges with a report containing such bad facts.
But, generally, my experience is it means that
the alleged victim was seen as not particularly
credible AND indicated she didn’t want to
cooperate in prosecution. The facts reported
would appear to indicate both misdemeanor and
felony conduct if believed. Cops and prosecutors
still charge that if they truly believe the
complainant, whether she wants to cooperate or
not. So, my bet is there is a credibility issue.
But, suddenly yesterday, Crowley got a
restraining order and told the cops she wants to
cooperate, and the “investigation” is reopened.
We shall see what comes of it all, but the whole
thing is pretty sad. Looks to me like Manziel
and his ex-girlfriend Crowley both need some
serious help. Let’s hope they get it.

Noticed how so many ads surrounding the Super
Bowl refer to “The Big Game” instead of “The
Super Bowl”? I have, and it turns out there is a
reason. Could it be that Goodell and the NFL are
sociopathic jackass asshole bullies? Of course.
From BostInno:

The obvious reason for this is that the
NFL fiercely protects its brand,
allowing only a handful of “official
sponsors” who pay exorbitant fees to use
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the term Super Bowl. Everyone else risks
trademark infringement if they say Super
Bowl. This is why most choose to say
“big game” instead.
…
“But the NFL is a bully and has been
known to send cease & desist letters to
advertisers of all sizes using “Super
Bowl,” and when you get a C&D from
someone known to be litigious and to
have really deep pockets, you usually
cease and desist.”

Is there really legal precedent clearly on the
NFL’s side here? No, of course not. The better
argument is that it is an ubiquitous phrase and
incidental use of it is “fair use”. But no one
wants to take on supremely litigious assholes
like Goodell and the NFL, so they all cower. By
the way, a Stanford study found that Super Bowl
ads are an ineffective waste of money in most
instances.

In more Goodell and NFL assholery, at this big
Super Bowl press conference, Goodell got asked
about the data and results from the league’s
year long ball inflation testing. Well, that was
just another #Deflategate lie from Goodell and
the league, like everything else they put
forward against Brady and the Pats in
#Deflategate was a lie. When the excellent Tom
Curran of CSN asked Goodell about the league
data, boy did he get a load of horseshit from
Goodell:

Aren’t you glad we got to the bottom of
that PSI thing with White Shoes Goodell?

Brutal.

His 309-word answer when I asked at his
Friday press conference what constitutes
a ball pressure violation and whether
any balls measured under 12.5 PSI in
2015 was a study in deflection.

He didn’t so much answer as he did
orally ejaculate syllables for a
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prescribed length of time before he felt
safe to go on to a stuttering query
about whether the Pro Bowl will ever be
played in Austria.

Before I left the ballroom where Goodell
held his press conference at a dais made
up like an altar, I realized – with some
help – that the NFL doesn’t care about
PSI.

They don’t care to know how much air
pressure a football will lose on a 28-
degree evening with freezing rain or on
a crisp 46-degree day under bright
sunshine.

They didn’t go into the 2015 season
trying to find out if they’d convicted
Tom Brady of a crime he didn’t commit.

So, #Deflategate was the giant fraud I said it
was from the get go? Yes. And it continues to so
be.

Gronk is at the Super Bowl. Here he is, with
brother no less, in a Buffalo Wild Wings chicken
wing eating contest. Here he is giving a lap
dance to a rather attractive Fox Sports
reporter, Julie Stewart-Binks, who asked the
Gronk about his Magic Mike lap dance prowess.
Pretty, uh, wild, but all seemed to genuinely
have fun. Perhaps the best take came from
Stewart-Binks’ Fox Sports colleague Katie Nolan
(who is great):

“It’s Gronk. He’s gonna do what he’s
gonna do. He’s a really nice guy who
knows what his brand is. People pitch
him segments based on his brand, so he
won’t be like “NO!” become something
might make him look uncool. But I think
when were we’re in sports, and there are
only so many women, and that’s how a
show chooses to use them… I would love a
lap dance from Gronk. I wouldn’t
televise it. I wouldn’t use that time to
be like, ‘Here’s what it’s like to get a
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lap dance from Gronk.’ I don’t think
anyone meant any harm by it, but the
most shared moment from my network today
is gonna be a woman getting titty-fucked
by Gronk on a couch.”

Anyway, that’s a wrap, enjoy the Super Bowl.
Music today by Bob Marley, as requested by our
very long time reader and commenter,
RadioFreeWill, who I had several beers with last
night.


